Example Sentences for Nouns Set Two
Listen to the accompanying MP3 and read these sentences. This will train your brain to
master these words.

Plight = a sad or difficult situation
Spectacle = an event that is exciting or unusual to watch
Juggernaut = (disapproving) a powerful force or organisation
Humility = the quality of not thinking you are better than others
Fabrication = a lie

You don’t understand the plight that I had to endure. It was two years of hell being locked
up for no reason.

The sad plight of the farmers was caused by a severe drought, which prevented any crops
from growing.

After the refugees’ plight was shown on the news, the country welcomed them with open
arms.

We must wake up to the serious plight of Third World countries, and start to make sure
every human has basic rights.

Thousands of people came out in the freezing cold to watch the spectacle of the fireworks
lighting up the night sky.

It was an amusing spectacle to see two fierce enemies shaking hands and having an
amiable conversation.

Carl: How was the concert you went to on Friday?
Fiona: What a spectacle! The band is still amazing after being together all these years.

Over 100,000 people turned up to watch Formula One spectacle. The drivers put on an
impressive show of racing.

The media in this country is an unstoppable juggernaut with massive power and influence.

Consumerism is a juggernaut that needs to be slowed down if we are to protect the
environment.

The juggernaut that is the newly-elected government want to change every aspect of the
country to suit their own needs.

The juggernaut of a team has been accused of cheating and fouling to enable them to win
all their matches this year.

George is a valuable member of the team, but he needs to have the humility to admit when
he is wrong.

Bob: I can’t believe I didn’t win the art contest! My painting was much better than the
others.
Pete: Bob, you need to show some humility sometimes.

A deep sense of humility is a wonderful quality in a person. It shows respect to other
people.

Even though he’s a millionaire, he should show some humility. Money doesn’t mean you
are above other people.

The criminal admitted that his original story was a complete fabrication, and that he had in
fact committed the robbery.

Investors took the company owner to court after they found out the financial report for the
company was a total fabrication.

Tim: John said that you and Jane split up. Is it true?
Billy: No, it’s all nonsense and fabrication. Don’t believe a thing John tells you!

The employee was fired after it was found that his educational history of studying at
Harvard and Oxford was all a fabrication.

